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These unbalances occur when too many 
loads end up on the same phase conductor. 
This is a problem in Sweden as the fixed 
monthly grid fee is based on the size of the 
mains fuse. The lower the fuse rating, the 
lower the monthly grid fee. 

Three phase system reinvented

The ACE technology automatically reduces 
the phase unbalance and neutral currents. 
Large single phase loads such as single 
phase charging points can be used without 
overloading the AC grid. Costly 
reinforcements can be avoided and grid 
fees can be reduced. 

Due to the ACE technology a new flexible 
inverter had to be designed. It had to be  
capable of dynamic power conversion   
from AC to DC, as well as DC to AC, with 
independent dynamic current flow in     
each phase conductor. 

Integrated trouble free AC charging

Charging electric vehicles using AC often 
reduces the available supply capacity. This 
limits the charging speed and prevents 
other equipment from being operated while 
charging. The EnergyHub ACE technology 
dynamically balances the consumption 
between the phase conductors, to enable 
the fastest possible charging. 

The ACE technology is the enabling 
technology behind the EnergyHub 
system topology

The EnergyHub system utilises the 
capabilities of advanced power electronics 
for the distributed process control, where 
every component in the system’s 
interaction is based on common grid 

regulation algorithms. 

The measurement capability, the scalable 
and agile power electronics makes it 
possible to customise the system with     
the optimal combination of PV panels and 
storage. Connected and integrated in      
the EnergyHub DC nanogrid, all system 
components work together as one system, 

Ferroamp, a Swedish company founded in 2010, has developed a unique system that takes 
the integration of PV power and energy storage in facilities, to a new level. The product 
concept is based on a unique approach for managing phase unbalance in three phase 
systems. PES went to find out more about this latest technology.

Energy and power 
management using PV energy 
storage and a DC nanogrid

Multiple SSO units mounted close to the PV panels, allowing for cost effective installation and 
power transmission. 
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making it easy to monitor, adjust and 
control system performance.

The EnergyHub - a bridge between two 
worlds

The bidirectional inverter acts as a bridge 
between the utility AC grid and a local DC 
nanogrid and converts energy in both 
directions depending on the required 
energy flow. Only one single inverter is  
used for PV production, battery charging 
and discharging.

DC nanogrid - smarter to build and own

The DC nanogrid integrates energy 
production from the sun and wind with 
energy storage and EV charging. The 
benefit is lower installation cost today,     
but even more importantly, it makes future 
modifications easier when new technology, 
load patterns and grid policies change the 
requirements and conditions for system 
design, during the investments life time.

The DC grid is based on a self-regulating 
760 V (+/- 380V) topology. 

Optimiser technology

PV production, energy storage and DC 
loads are managed with optimisers which 
are smart DC/DC converters designed for 
different functions. The optimisers control 
energy flow based on common grid control 

The Adaptive Current Equalisation (ACE) technology 
works by transferring energy between the phase 
conductors in a three phase installation.

SSO and DC distribution on PV mounting structure can be placed up to 1200m from AC conversion.

ACE diagram

System integration into buildings
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algorithms allowing for energy to flow in the 
desired direction, in a controlled manner. 

Solar String Optimisers 

PV energy harvesting is managed using 
Solar String Optimisers (SSO) units. The 
SSO introduces a new flexible way of 
planning, installing and maintaining PV 
systems. Each optimiser has its own 
integrated MPP-tracker and DC grid control 
functions so that PV plants can be built for 
any requirement and capacity, by 
connecting all PV strings to a common DC 
cable. This makes it easy to modify and 
expand capacity when the need changes. 
The optimiser includes smart algorithms, 
controlling energy flow from each string, 
with integrated functions for safe operation 
and optimised PV production. 

The SSO allows for PV strings with different 
technology, age and applications to be 
combined into the same system. All PV 
string voltages are boosted to the common 
760 VDC nanogrid voltage which reduce 
currents, allowing for smaller cables and 

longer transmission distances as compared 
to 230V AC voltage levels. 

The DC nanogrid architecture allows for 
over produced PV energy be stored  
directly into the batteries without the 
re-route via AC.

The SSO’s should be connected close to 
the PV strings. This leads to lower loss PV 
power transmission over longer distances. 
The transmission distance for the high 
voltage DC nanogrid can be up to 1200 m  
if needed.

Larger systems consist of multiple SSO 
units combined into a common DC cable 
for energy transfer to the EnergyHub, closer 
to the loads or grid connection. All cables 
are equipped with DC fuses and DC 
breakers for safe operation.

Energy Storage Optimiser

The Energy Storage Optimiser (ESO) is       
a bidirectional DC/DC converter with a 
capacity of up to 6kW. The ESO is the 
interface between the battery string and  

the DC nanogrid and brings a new     
flexible way of integrating batteries into 
energy systems. 

Each ESO communicates with the battery 
BMS safety functions to ensure safe 
operation. The ESO makes it possible to 
build flexible battery systems with any 
number of battery strings and also combine 
batteries with different chemistry and state 
of health. 

Energy Storage Modules 

The Energy Storage Module (ESM) includes 
7.2 kWh state of the art Lithium Iron 
Phosphate cells for maximum life time and 
safety. The integrated Battery Management 
System (BMS) monitors individual battery 
cells for overvoltage, under voltage, 
temperature and takes care of State-of-
Charge calculation while at the same time 
balancing the cells, which is vital for 
maximum battery life time.

Scalability

The conversion capacity can be built to 

EnergyHub Wall 14kW - 20A  ACE for smaller systems EnergyHub XL system. 5 pcs EnergyHub 28kW XL 
units connected to the same DC nanogrid system for 
a combined powerful 140kW inverter.

Home storage (7,2 kWh/6kW) for smaller systems 
holds one module in a wall/floor mount enclosure

The Energy Storage Module, ESM 7,2 mounts in
a 19” rack system and can be combined to any 
size battery system. 

A battery system can hold multiple Energy Storage 
modules with one Energy storage optimizer per 
battery string. 

Solar String Optimiser. DC/DC converter 
with one mppt and 6kW capacity. 
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Graphs 1-4: Analysis tools and visualization on Ferroamp EnergyCloud.

Energy from PV panels dynamically compensates for internal facility loads for a balanced grid export

match any system requirement with 
EnergyHub wall units for smaller systems, 
and the EnergyHub XL, built in 19-inch rack 
modules, for larger systems up to MW 
capacity. All system components can be 
dimensioned to accommodate different 
requirements.

DC microgrids

The EnergyHub system and the DC 
nanogrid topology opens up new 
possibilities. PV panels from multiple DC 
nanogrids, placed in different buildings, can 
be connected to a common powerful DC 
microgrid sharing common energy storage 
and load profiles via multiple EnergyHub 
units. Each EnergyHub feeds energy from 
the DC nanogrid into its local facility’s AC 
grid, based on local load patterns, resulting 
in maximised self-consumption and better 
utilisation of the harvested energy. 

Future proof investment

The DC nanogrid makes the system flexible 
and future proof. As an example: A scalable, 
fast charging system for electric vehicles 

with power directly from PV panels, 
batteries and grid, will be released during 
the upcoming year. Depending on power 
requirements, this addition can be made 
without updating the existing EnergyHub 
system. However, additional batteries can 
of course be added to accommodate the 
increased storage and power requirement.

Asynchronous energy feed

The EnergyHub technology provides 
dynamic asynchronous energy feed into the 
facility three phase system, to compensate 
for local load unbalances. This leaves a 
balanced power feed to the grid for markets 
where this is critical. 

The Ferroamp EnergyCloud

A useful by-product of the measurements 
required for the ACE function is the 
Ferroamp cloud portal. High resolution 
data, from each facility is stored for 
customers and/or system integrators, for 
detailed energy and power analysis. 

This enables better understanding of the 

facility load, energy saving activities and 
system performance simulations are 
available to support decisions. The system 
measures all aspects of performance and 
facility energy consumption. Customers and 
partners can fully optimise and utilise the 
investment by improving the energy 
performance of the building. 

The portal includes both real time 
visualisation and stored historical data. Built 
in analysis tools simplify data mining, where 
common load patterns and facility power 
profiles can be identified. Simulation tools 
provide decision support for energy storage 
dimensioning, PV string design and 
operation.

EnergyHub system for 24/7/365 
operation

The EnergyHub is not only an investment  
for sunny days. The system adds 
functionality to the facility all year round 
with a powerful measurement system that 
ensures better control of both energy and 
power parameters.


